
CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

High End Technical Solutions
CSS Corp provides high end technical solutions for a global networking equipment supplier.

For a global networking equipment supplier, CSS Corp provided uninterrupted technical support to European customers ensuring 
zero downtime.
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For more information, please email us at info@csscorp.com

Client Situation

The CSS Corp Solution

Business Outcomes
 > 85% CSAT score exceeding customer expectation 

About the Client

Customers know that they are valued if the 
support staff communicate with them in their 
native language.It bridges the cultural gap 
between the customer and the service provider.  
Enterprises around the globe have started to 
communicate with their customers in their 
native tongue. CSS Corp helped a global 
networking equipment firm to connect with their 
European customers in their native tongue.

A global subscriber-experience networking 
equipment supplier that revolutionizes the way 
operators and vendors monitor, manage and 
monetize their network traffic. 

Europe. The client lacked high end technical support to handle their 
diverse customer base.

With high operational expenditure, the client had a challenge in 

for their enterprise class networking products. 

The client was specific about choosing a partner with sound soft skills 
coaching and evaluation framework and a proven Technical 
Assistance Centre (TAC) background. CSS Corp was mandated to 
provide technical support to the client’s enterprise class networking 

-
ment services to the client.

CSS Corp set up a dedicated language support customer care centre 
in Poland to provide services in five different European languages – 
Spanish, Russian, Arabic, French and German. This was addition to the 

professionals who solved technical issues.

The resources had technical experience in additional to their 
multi-lingual skills.  CSS Corp’s testing Centre of Excellence (CoE) 

support covered Asia Pacific (APAC) , Europe Middle East and Africa 
(EMEA) and United States of America (USA) from Chennai and Poland.


